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“Boys, this is our last chance.  We need good at-bats if…” The gruff intensity of the 

message was lost on me.  My coach continued his speech to the team full of squeaky-voiced, 

pimple-faced high-schoolers with the desperation common to a coach losing, as we were, in the 

summer championship.  I made sure to keep an intense look in my eye and make appropriate eye 

contact, one, two, three, look down, back at coach, but my mind was elsewhere.  This was not 

new to me.  I knew what needed to be done but I was focused on the bleachers. 

I sauntered over to the bench as exhaustion washed over me.  My arms were covered in 

streaks of mud where lines of sweat had scratched their way through the caked dirt.  The shade 

from the dugout offered little respite from the ocean of heat that we were all swimming through.  

As I lifted my chest protector over my head, my jersey tried for an instant to escape my steaming 

body along with it.  The bold words that were inscribed on my chest forgot their pride as they 

clung to the equipment like a child to its mother.  I poured water over my head, sat back and let 

my mind wander. 

 

I knew she was 

sitting just behind the 

fence with my parents.  I 

never looked into the 

crowd to pick her out but 

I knew she was there.  

She was already the sole 

proprietor of my mind in 

the moments between 

plays.  If I would have 

looked for her, I would 

have found her.  If I found 

her, I would not have been 

able to pull my eyes away.  

I’d known her for over a 

year and she was still 

mesmerizing.



“You know what I mean?”  Again, I was brought back to earth with a swift smack to the 

gut from a teammate. 

“Yeah, totally,” I lied.  Familiarity with the situation brought with it an ability to fake 

these conversations.  It was always about what we needed to do, who needed to get a hit, what 

they ate for breakfast, or why they tied their shoes in a triple-knot instead of a double-knot today.  

Superstition was something I could never get behind no matter how many rituals I tried.  I never 

got a repeat result from any rain dance. 

The other half of the battery caught my eye and waved me 

to the dugout fence with the arm that wasn’t wrapped in ice.  “You 

look beat, bro.” 

“It’s mostly just water.  I guess wearing black gear doesn’t 

help” we chuckled and I turned towards the stands and my eyes 

landed right where I had been avoiding.  For her the events of the 

game were secondary to the toddler on her left and as her hand 

reached up to tuck back her hair, I was transported back in time. 

We were in a group of six kids new to high school set free 

in a park and experiencing new freedoms.  Darkness had recently 

changed its role from being the domain of monsters, to a blanket of courage that hid the nerves 

of youth.  Crisp air filled our noses with the scent of rain to come but clouds had not yet 

obscured the brilliant stars above our heads.  The darkness seemed to make everything clearer 

and closer like I could reach out and pluck one of the radiant berries floating over us.  As we 

relished our lack of curfew, bouts of laughter overtook us each in turn until the swirling giggling 

mass brought the two of us to a halt face to face.  I lost my breath; she looked at her feet and 

pushed her bangs up over her ear. 

Ting!  Our first hit in a few innings brought me crashing back to the present.  I admired 

my surroundings and felt a change in the atmosphere.  The dugout began filling with potential 

electricity as everyone collectively became charged with hope.  Invisible energy snaked its way 

into the cracks between exhaustion and impending defeat, threatening to excite the whole team. 

I looked up at the scoreboard for what had to be the 

thousandth time.  The seventh inning stood incomplete and a 

precariously perched zero seemed to be all too inclined to drop 

into our frame marking the end.  For now, however, we were 

delaying defeat and in that moment I hoped it would come 

down to me.  I relished the responsibility and silently willed my 

teammates to be able to pass the torch into my control. 



In the darkness, I was master of 

nothing.  My vision was cloudy and I felt the 

heat rush into my cheeks as 

my mouth decided on its own 

to pull the corners upwards.  

Suddenly I was aware of 

every cell in my body 

rejoicing in the flood of 

pumping blood that began 

accelerating through my 

veins.  Every one of them 

shaking in excited 

anticipation and collaborating just enough to 

move one hand towards her.  July turned to 

January and back again in a manner of 

seconds leaving sweat to 

mingle with goose bumps 

along my skin.  Contact sent 

a surge of electricity 

coursing through my body 

and out my fingertips.  She 

let out a soft short gasp and 

twisted her fingers in with 

mine and I knew she was 

already the most important 

thing in my world.

 

A bead of sweat dropped from my brow onto my interwoven hands.  I wiped it away on 

my pants leaving a swatch of pale skin surrounded by faux tan.  We now had two men on base 

and I was due up third.  In that moment I knew it would come down to me.  It simply had to 

come down to me.  I was the leader.  I had been here before even though my age would suggest 

that I was the least likely candidate.   

“If I get on, you end this.”  A stalky redhead stuck out his hand and I met it with my own.  

He had seen my eyes light up moments before and saw the mark of confidence. 

“You know it,” I barked in reply.   

“Ball four!”  The bases loaded and the freckle-faced boy in front of me turned to enter the 

competition.  Four runs behind was no longer an insurmountable plateau, I felt jitters creep 

through my body in anticipation of what needed to be done.  As I stood in the on-deck circle, my 

grip threatened to leave me as sweat poured through my hands.  Heat and nerves were conspiring 

against me in this crucial moment.  I was almost too agitated to see a run being pushed across the 

plate as my predecessor was awarded first base.   

I fidgeted with my batting hands, scoop up dirt, rub it through my hands, grind it into the 

grip, stepped across the fading chalk line, right foot, left foot, tapped my bat on the plate, far 

side, near side, then realizing I could not be less prepared, I broke my ritual, called “time” and 

looked towards the stands.  She happened to glance back at me and with a simple subtle nod the 

intensity of the battle between the chalk lines seemed to disappear.  I had a rush of 

foreshadowing flow through my veins.  I saw the first pitch was on its way at me and I could 

already feel the sweet nothingness of perfect contact.  I would watch only for a second as that 

small white sphere took off twice as fast as it came in a beautiful sweeping arc.  I knew I would 

race around the bases in triumphant exhilaration.  With my last step before home plate where I 



would be swept under a celebrating mass, I’d pause and look to the stands one last time.  The 

aroma of sweat, dirt, grass, and leather would flood my nostrils as the huddle of boys collapsed 

around me knocking my gaze off of her and snapping me back into the ecstasy.  All I had to do 

now was swing. 


